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5

Experiments

5.1Experimental Dataset

The data used in our experiment is a large-scale crawling of Japanese web sites
collected in May 2004, including 5.8 million of nodes and 283 million of edges. The
format of nodes(sites)

has three tiers(i.e.http://A/B/C).

Crawlers stopped gathering the

sites when they could not find any Japanese sites in the sub-site of the site.

Many previous papers have observed that various properties
follow a Zipfian distribution(a

function of the form 1/nk ).

of the web graph
We also did some

examinations to see the fraction of web sites of some properties in our data file.

Figure 5.1, 5,2 and 5.3 shows the attributes of our data file in edge weight (the
number of links between two web sites), indegree(the
and outdegree(the

number of outlinks of a web site).
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number of inlinks of a web site)

Figure 5.1 Edge weights are Zipf distributed

Figure

5.2 Indegree
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are Zipf distributed

Figure

From

these

Figures,

5.3 Outdegree

we also

can

are Zipf distributed

see,

the

fraction

of web

sites

with

indegree

i is

roughlyproportional
tol/i2, thesameas Kumaret al.[20].Andthefractionof websites
with outdegree i is roughly proportional tol/i2.4. As spam sites are created artificially,
they don't abide the Zipf distribution rules.(Shown in red ellipses in Figure 5.2 and
Figure 5.3)
In order to enhance the precision in distinguishing spam sites, we made the second
dataset which is consist of densely connected sites only, by filtering the sites of more
than 100 in-links or 100 out-links.
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5.2 Results

for extraction

based

on 4 pattern
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Figure

5.4: The distribution

of shared
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nodes

size in 4 patterns

Then
distribution

we did experiments
of shared

We can see some
are more

than

sites

nodes

on patterns
size

are densely

extraction.

in 4 patterns:
connected

Figure

Co-citing,
each

5.4 shows

Co-cited,

other

with

the results-the

Circle

the size

and

Support.

of shared

nodes

1000.

Table

5.1: Edges

included

in the results

of pattern

extraction

Table

5.2: Nodes

included

in the results

of pattern

extraction

By analysis the cluster size distributions, we concluded the main portion of node C
size distribution range in Table 1. It is easily to say that small amount of sites (around
20%) have most parts of links (around 95%).
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5.3 Results

Based

for Union-find

on the previous

cluster

step,

we set the thresholds

A and B as 10, 50, 100, and 500 in union-find
distribution
of the cluster

changes

with

different

size distribution

based

threshold.

based
Figure

on union-find
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of node

C size for merging

clustering,

to see how

5.5 shows

the

algorithms

cluster

experimental

with different

nodes
size
result

thresholds.
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Figure

5.5: The cluster

size distribution

based

on union-find

algorithm

with different

thresholds

5.4 Result

for Non-spam

site sample

examination

In order to validate the quality of using threshold values to do union-find clustering in
dis-including non-spam sites, we performed a non-spam site sample examination. We
manually selected 153 non-spam sites from the top linked sites, and counted how many
labeled non-spam sites would be included in each pattern with regard to different
thresholds. Table 3 presents this result. We can find that the pattern Co-citing and the
pattern Circle have better performance in dis-including non-spam sites.(They

have less

labeled non-spam sites compared with pattern Co-cited and Support).

Combining our analysis on the results of the proportion of nodes remaining after
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having

filtered

threshold
The reason
non-spam

value

with threshold
could

is based

N, based

be 50 which
on considering

sites included

on Table 1 and Table

3, we think

is used in next step for manually
the balance

and the proportion

between

of nodes

the reasonable

detecting

the low covering

spam

sites.

rates in labeled

kept in dataset.

Table 5.3: The labeled non-spam sites included in 4 patterns with different thresholds

As we are curious to know which kind of labeled non-spam sites are included in our
experiment on link spam detection, and they are in the same cluster which might have an
amazingly huge size or they are in the different clusters. Therefore, we extracted all the
URL of labeled non-spam sites included in pattern Co-citing and pattern Circle.

Table 5.4 reveals all the URLs of labeled non-spam sites that are included in the
results of Co-citing. By checking the size of clusters that include white sites, we found in
pattern Co-citing, most of them are all in the one big cluster which size is 52267. With
highly accuracy, in co-citing pattern, there is one big bipartite core that includes many
famous sites. This would help to understand, famous site-high visit rates sites-are sharing
the benefit from gaining Pagerank score by interconnect 52267 is the biggest size of all
the cluster sizes. Therefore, dis-include this cluster would enhance the accuracy of spam
detection.

Table 5.5 presents the labeled non-spam URLs included in Pattern Circle. We can see
that, these labeled non-spam sites are dispersed distribution, and it's difficult to disinclude them just by link structure based extraction.
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Table 5.4: 28 labeled

non-spam

sites included
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in Co-citing

with threshold

50
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Table 5.5: 34 labeled

5.5 Results

for spam

non-spam

sites included

in Circle

with threshold

50

detection

Even though we concluded
value 50 are appropriate

pattern Co-citing

for dis-including

pattern and which threshold
work now is to manually

and Circle with merging threshold

non-spam

web sites, to ascertain

are suitable for link spam detection.

The main remained

check the content of sites in our clustering

patterns with different thresholds

which

results in all

and educe the statistic sample distribution

results in

tables.

The implementation

detail is described as follows:

As the sites' ID is based on their URL, i. e. alphabet order, for redress the balance,
we choose the cluster by average distance in the result order.
For each pattern, with each threshold

10, 50, and 100, we chose 100 cluster, and

checked the first site in each cluster.
We finally compared

the results of 4 patterns.

Then, we did the same experiment

in the Dataset 2 with the destination

of how

the precision and coverage rate will change if the site graph dataset become dense.
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Figure 5.6: Spam classification of clustering with different thresholds in each pattern
(Datasetl)

From these series Figures 5.6, we can see by increasing threshold values, the
percentage of non-spam sites becomes lower. And when the threshold value is more than
50, 90% of the sites checked are spam sites. Moreover, the majority of them are
pornographic sites. Considering the balance between precision of detection of link spam
sites and the amount of nodes remained after being filtered by threshold, 50 could be the
reasonable threshold value for link spam detection.
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Figure 5.7: Spam classification

of clustering

with different thresholds in each pattern

(Dataset2)

In Figure

5.7, the precision

threshold

value

threshold

50 are spam pages.

The original
detected

is equal.

dataset

of spam

In Dataset

concludes

sited detected

2, more

5869430

as spam in our results.
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than

sites.

90%

Now

is higher
sites

than Figure

in pattern

we check

5.6, if the

co-citing

the number

of

with

sites

Table 5.6: Sited supposed

to be Spam

sites in two datasets.

Compare these two Tables, in the situation of high precision in dataset2, the
coverage rate in co-citing pattern with threshold 10 in dataset2
datasetl(534359/1083054).

Others comparing results in turns are: 77%, 91%, 97%.

5.6 Results of combination

Considering
and Circle

have

two and repeated

is 49% of the one in

all the results
good performance

of pattern

in the previous
in link spam

the same experiments

Table 5.7: The labeled

1 and pattern

steps,

non-spam

we can conclude

detection;

in non-spam

therefore,

pattern

Co-citing

we combined

site test.

sites included
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3(Dataset2)

with different

threshold

these

Table 5.8: URLs

of Labeled

Table 5.7 and Table
really

sites included

5.8 show the non-spam

has a great enhancement

5.7 Visualization

non-spam

of spam

in dis-including

sites

in cluster

in Co-citing

sites test. Comparing
labeled

non-spam

with threshold

50

with Table 5.3, it

sites.

units

In order to have an intuitionistic understanding of link spam structures, we make
some visualization of spam sites in cluster units (See Chapter 4.5).

Figure 5.8 shows the link structure of one cluster with the size of 3. The position of
target sites (presented by ellipses) are easy to confirm and the contents of target sites are
on pornography. URLs are presented in Table 5.8.(Shared nodes are also shown).

Figure 5.9 shows the typical link structure of two target sites which main contents are
link directory.(Shared nodes are also shown).

Figure 5.10 shows the neighbor hood link structure of one cluster which is composed
of 29 sites, where most of these sites are about sales promotions.(Only
nodes)
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connected pairs

Figure

5.8:

The visualization

Table

of one spam

5.9: URLs
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cluster

including

of targets

3 sites with shared

in presented

cluster

nodes

Figure

5.9:

Table

The visualization

5.10: URLs

of one spam

of targets
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cluster

in presented

including

cluster

2 sites

Figure5.10:

Table5.11:

The visualization

URLs

of one spam

of part targets
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in presented

cluster

cluster

including

29 sites

5.8 Analysis

of results

We can see from Table 3 and Figure 5 that Pattern Co-citing
performance

as the numbers of non-spam

Figure

sites are comparatively

5.11: A case of spam

and Circle provide better
smaller.

sites point to non-spam

site

A theoretical explanation of the reason is: spam sites could have outlinks pointing to
non-spam sites to boost hub values as shown in Figure 6. In this case, node A and B are
Co-citing to node C while node B and C are Co-cited by node A. Therefore, non-spam
sites which are included in the clusters based on edge (A, B) should be smaller than based
on edge (A, C) or (B, C).

Spam sites, which are generally accepted to be automatically generated, have more
circle-links than the non-spam sites, which are authored by humans. Therefore, pattern
Circle has good performance in detecting spam sites.
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Conclusion
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paper
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